
Have you ever heard of the smile maidens? I’d never heard of them before my travels

and, at the beginning, I’d scoffed at the idea of them. It seemed such a silly name for a

supernatural force that killed people or stole their souls. I’d made a study of the supernatural

before I’d started traveling and nowhere mentioned anything like what I would soon hear of

the smile maidens. But I’m getting ahead of myself.

It started in a blustery village sometime in October, late in the month. The moon was

wending her way towards full, her white form growing each night. The night I heard of the

smile maidens, the moon was as close to full as to make no difference and the white light

gleamed over the bare branches of twisted trees. I huddled into my scarf and hiked my bag

further up on my back. A warm glow in the distance told me I was nearly to my destination: a

tavern that served as a bed and breakfast in the area. I hurried my steps, craving the warmth

that glow in the distance offered. There were two cars parked outside the building, both

unremarkable and dark in the moonlight.

When I stepped inside the tavern, the scent of oak burning in a fire and a savory roast

filled my nose. I breathed deeply and let out a happy sigh. Lunch had been a long time ago

and I was starving. The warmth of the room infused my body and I started unwrapping myself

from my scarf and coat. There were few patrons in the tavern tonight. A surly-looking elderly

man sat on a stool at the bar, nursing a half-empty glass. The fire sparkled through the amber

liquid inside the glass. The bartender and, I assumed, manager was standing off to the side of

the man, wiping down the counter with a rag. Across the way, a chessboard between them,

two women sat at a table. A glass sat at each of their elbows, mostly empty now. One was

filled with what looked like water and the other was filled with the same amber liquid as the

surly-looking man’s.

“Help ya?” the bartender asked shortly, glancing my way with a bit of curiosity in his



eyes.

“Yeah, I was told there were rooms for the night here?” I said, my voice pitching up to

turn the sentence into a question.

“We got rooms,” the man nodded and a curt smile pulled at his lips for a moment.

“Slow night so take your pick.”

“Um, how about one with a window?” I asked. I didn’t like spending time in rooms

without windows. They always made me feel trapped, like I couldn’t breathe. “How much for

the night?”

“40 bucks for the night,” the man said, plucking a key from a hook on the wall behind

him. I saw four other hooks with keys on them. “All the rooms got windows.”

He plunked the key down on the bar and held out a hand. I dug out my cash, counting

out rumpled tens and handed over 40 dollars. It seemed a bit pricey, especially considering

other places like this I’d stayed at. Then again, this was the only place to get a room within a

comfortable walking distance and it was getting late. My stomach grumbled again as a door

off to the side of the bar opened and a woman sailed out with two plates piled high with roast

and vegetables.

“Dinner’s part of the fee,” the man said as the woman set the plates down in front of

the other two women. They paused in their game to thank her. “Just let Susie know if you’d

like a plate and she’ll bring it out.”

“Thanks,” I nodded, picking up the key and heading towards the stairs. I watched Susie

sail back into the kitchen and a cheerful whistling was cut off by the door closing. I looked at

my key and saw a room number on it.

Heading upstairs, I saw that the rooms were lined up off the hallway. The hallway went

all the way to the back of the building. There was a window about halfway down and I paused

at it, looking outside and taking deep breaths. Clouds drifted over the moon, obscuring the

silver light and casting the world below into deep shadows. A movement caught my eye,

something cupid-bow-shaped that seemed to be moving against the wind. But when I focused

on it, the moon came back out from behind the clouds. Nothing was there. I shook my head

and laughed at myself; seeing things in the darkness of a strange place. Nothing new and

nothing to fear.

I opened the door to the last bedroom in the hallway, dumping my bag on the bed. The

room was clean if sparsely furnished. The bed took up most of of the space, leaving a small

aisle around it to walk in. There was a window on the wall to the left of the bed and a wooden



nightstand sat underneath it. There was a kerosene lamp on the nightstand along with

matches. I didn’t see any electric lights and smiled at that. There was a small dresser across

from the bed and a rickety old chair sat next to the dresser. It didn’t look like it would support

my weight but I threw my coat and scarf on it. It rocked a little with the sudden weight but

didn’t break.

I sat down on the bed with a groan, the mattress sinking underneath me with a wooden

creaking sound. The frame was old, though not rickety like the chair. The quilt was soft and

fluffy, the scent of lavender and mint wafting up around me as I moved. It looked blue and

gray in the moonlight filtering in through the window. I thought about laying down, my feet

aching from the long hike today. But my stomach grumbled again, a little louder this time.

Dinner it was, then.

I headed back downstairs, sitting a table away from the women playing chess. I studied

them while I waited for Susie to reappear from the kitchen again. The older woman,

comfortably plump and sitting straight-backed in her chair, had black hair liberally streaked

with silver. It was pulled back by a gold clip at the base of her neck. Her sweater was black

and looked fluffy and warm. Her jeans were tucked into gray boots that ended halfway up her

legs. Her amber eyes were full of mischief as she moved one of her pawns to take her

opponent’s knight.

“Gotcha,” the woman crowed in a contralto voice, the sound vibrant. “Let’s see you get

out of that one, Maria.”

“I’m sure I’ll figure something out, Ma,” the younger woman, Maria, replied with a smile.

“I can beat you about half the time remember.”

The older woman chuckled and I turned my attention to Maria. She had the same black

hair as her mother with no silver. Her eyes were a darker brown though they sparkled with

delight just like her mother’s. She wore a dark green sweater and jeans over hiking boots. Her

hair wasn’t pulled back but it was cut short. Gold studs glittered in her ears. She was

slenderer than her mother. Then, as if sensing my attention, she turned to look at me. I gave

her a small smile and a nod then jumped as Susie bustled up to my table. I hadn’t even heard

the door to the kitchen open.

“What can I get ya, dear?” Susie asked, giving me a maternal smile. “Got roast on but I

can do sandwiches also. My husband, Amos there, can get ya what ya want to drink also.”

“The roast sounds delicious,” I said, unable to help smiling back. “And if I can get water

from Amos, that’d be perfect.”



As Susie walked away, Amos plunked down a filled glass on the table. He left without

saying a word, going back to the bar and refilling the surly-looking man’s glass. I took a drink,

looking around the room for a few moments before my attention was pulled back to the chess

game. Maria had moved her other knight nearly all the way over to the other side and was

tapping a finger against the side of the board as her mother deliberated.

“Here we go,” the older woman said, moving one of her bishops up two spaces. Then

she looked over at me. “Know chess, hun?”

“A little,” I replied, scooting my chair a little closer. “I know enough to play but that’s

about it. My dad taught me when I was little.”

“Ma taught all of us when we were kids,” Maria laughed, finger still tapping the board. “I

have two older brothers and I was able to wipe the board with them before I was sixteen. Ma,

however, I wasn’t able to beat until I was in my twenties.”

“Long experience and lots of play,” the older woman laughed. She held out a hand for

me to shake. “I’m Anna. Looks like you traveled a long way to get here tonight. You have a

destination in mind?”

“No, not really,” I replied, shaking Anna’s hand. “I’ve been wandering mostly, collecting

stories here and there. Eventually I want to head to the sea, sail somewhere else.”

“Stories, huh? I know a few that would send you into frights,” Anna said, leaning back

in her chair and crossing her arms over her chest.

“Oh Ma, she doesn’t want to hear about those old stories,” Maria said, finally moving

her rook forward. “They’re just silly.”

“What stories?” I asked at the same time Anna replied, “Course she does, Maria love.

She just said she’s collecting stories.”

Susie interrupted us then, sailing out of the kitchen with a plate loaded high with roast

and vegetables. It smelled heavenly and my stomach rumbled in appreciation. She set the

plate down with a wink and hurried off. I didn’t waste any time digging in, cutting off a piece of

roast and eating it. It nearly melted in my mouth and I closed my eyes in sheer bliss. When I

opened them again, I saw that Anna and Maria had set aside their game, the board carefully

placed on the table next to them, and were working on their own dinners.

We ate in a companionable silence for a few minutes. I was hungrier than I’d expected

and had to work not to just wolf down my food. It was the best meal I’d had in a week, even

counting the other places I’d stopped for food. And it was better than the rudimentary meals

I’d made over the little campfires I’d cobbled together when I’d camped outside for the night.



“So, old stories, yes?” Anna said some time later, pushing a small piece of potato

around her plate with a fork. “Have you heard of the Smile Maidens yet?”

“Smile Maidens?” I asked as I tilted my head to the side. I didn’t even need to check

the notebook I’d left upstairs; the name wasn’t familiar. “What are they?”

“A fairytale to scare kids into staying in bed at night,” Maria snorted, voice full of

derision. “It’s the kind of story you tell alongside those of goblins and dragons and trolls.”

“Which exist somewhere, don’t they?” Anna asked sharply, though both women had

the air of an argument old and comfortable and no longer heated. “Otherwise why would we

have the stories? They warn us of the monsters.”

“So they’re a monster?” I asked, cutting into the argument. “What kind of monster?”

“No one knows for sure. No one’s seen one,” Anna said. She paused to pick up the

piece of potato and eat it slowly. Her eyes stared into the fire, the amber reflecting back

golden flames. “At least, no one’s survived to tell the tale. Except for one woman.”

“Great, great, great, great-grandmother, right?” Maria said dryly, rolling her eyes. She

fell silent as Anna sent her a glare and ate a piece of roast.

“My great, great, great-grandmother was a passionate and headstrong young woman,”

Anna said, her voice falling into the cadence of a well-known tale told often. “Victoria her

name was. And she was always butting heads with her parents. Victoria loved a boy in the

village they lived in, a boy named William. He was the blacksmith’s apprentice. William was a

very quiet and shy boy, never putting himself in the light. Victoria claimed it was love at first

sight.”

“What happened?” I asked, enthralled by the story.

“Well, her parents didn’t want her to marry William, which Victoria had every intention

of doing. They wanted her to marry the local judge’s son. They’d spoken with the boy’s father

when Victoria and the boy were little, agreeing the children would be married when they came

of age,” Anna continued. She took a drink of her beer and stared into the flames for a few

moments. Sadness came into her eyes then. “But Nathaniel, the judge’s son, grew up

ruthless and cruel. All the animals in the area were terrified of him. Anytime he walked the

village, dogs ran in fear and the small animals completely disappeared. A few times, headless

chickens or gutted dogs were found in dark alleys. No one came forward about the deaths but

Victoria had noted a cruel glint in Nathaniel’s eyes when he saw the bodies.”

“Sounds like a bad person,” I agreed, shaking my head. Seems like people never

changed. I ate some more of my dinner, washing it down with sips of water. I couldn’t decide



what made it so delicious. Maybe the spices? Or perhaps how it was cooked? “What did

Victoria do?”

“She and William made plans to run elope,” Anna replied with a smile. “But two of

Victoria’s little sisters overheard their conversation. They went straight to their parents and

told them. Then, their parents approached William. They were pretty well off and they offered

him money if he’d leave without Victoria. It was more than he’d ever seen in his life and

William accepted.”

“Oh no, that’s terrible,” I said, shaking my head. 

“Yeah but it probably worked out for the best,” Maria cut in. Her plate was almost

empty now as was her glass of water. “William died not too long after he left. A weak heart,

according to the doctor.”

“How do you know?”

“Victoria looked into everything years later. She wanted to know what had happened to

her first love,” Anna explained. “It took her some time to piece it together and she never

forgave her parents.”

“That’s a sad story. But I don’t understand how it relates to these smile maidens,” I

said.

“I was just getting to that,” Anna laughed. “Well, the day they were supposed to elope,

Victoria went to the blacksmith. But William was gone, no one knew where. She was

heartbroken. That night, she went for a walk and ended up at a little pond outside the village.

It was a cool night but not cold. The moon was just past full and clouds scudded across the

sky. I don’t think even Victoria knew what she was going to do. Throw herself into the water?

Cry on the banks? Scream to an uncaring moon?”

“Maybe all or none?” I suggested and Maria laughed. “Maybe she just wanted some

time alone?”

“Possibly. I suppose we’ll never know,” Anna said. She paused again to eat some

more of her dinner. The silence stretched and I turned back to my own dinner. My stomach

wasn’t making its complaints known anymore but I was still hungry. I ate steadily until most of

my dinner was gone. While we ate, Maria studied the board and moved another piece. Anna

flicked a glance at the board and nodded at her daughter.

“I heard that masters of the game could tell who would win just by watching the first

few moves of a game,” I said, pointing at the board with my chin. “Is that possible?”

“If you’re really good and you know the strengths, weaknesses, and playing styles of



the players, sure,” Maria said while Anna continued to eat. “As for this game, I don’t really

know who’s going to win. Like I said, I can beat Ma about half the time. We’re pretty evenly

matched though we have different styles.”

“What do you mean?”

“I’m more aggressive a player than Ma is,” Maria explained. “She’s more content to sit

back and let things develop. I like to make things develop.”

“Which is part of why you lose to me so often,” Anna laughed. She’d finished her plate

now and was enjoying the last of her beer. “I can set traps for you that won’t work on others.”

Maria shook her head and smiled. She glanced at the board, a satisfied look in her

eyes. I didn’t really know what strategies might be in employ on the board but it looked like

Maria believed she had a few traps of her own. I finished off the rest of my dinner and Susie

came out of the kitchen again. She gave all of us a genial smile as she picked up our empty

plates.

“There’s peach pie for dessert, if anyone’s in the mood for something sweet,” she

explained. “It’s my own recipe and we’ve some fresh vanilla ice cream to go along with it.”

Anna and I both asked for a slice while Maria declined. I got up in the lull in

conversation and asked Amos to refill my glass of water. Maria followed suit, resting her arms

on the bar as she stood next to me. Her perfume filled my nose, something flowery and bright.

I glanced at her, noting how the fire illuminated the planes of her face. She was beautiful in

that light. Amos put my glass on the bar in front of me with a thunk and I whipped my eyes to

it. I picked it up with a word of thanks and headed back to my seat. Anna stared at me with a

thoughtful look in her eyes that disappeared when Maria came back.

“So, where was I? Oh yes, Victoria on the bank of that pond,” Anna said when Maria

had settled herself and repositioned the board on their table. “She was heartbroken and angry

and feeling betrayed. She had no idea yet that her parents had paid William off. She’d thought

he’d just up and left her. A cloud floated over the moon, hiding the light and casting the pond

into shadow. That’s when Victoria saw it: a cupid’s-bow-shaped shadow that flitted over the

land to her left, following a natural hill. She thought nothing of it, maybe a leaf or a small night

animal, until she realized that it was moving against the wind.”

I shifted uncomfortably in my seat, suddenly reminded of the shadow I thought I’d seen

earlier. It had been cupid’s-bow-shaped and seemed to move against the wind. But it had

disappeared before I’d gotten a good look at it. Surely it was just a shadow or a trick of the

light? I took a deep drink of my water, trying to calm the nerves that suddenly erupted in my



belly.

“The shadow was moving closer and closer though Victoria felt no fear at first,” Anna

continued, still studying me closely. Had she noticed my squirming? “Then the cloud drifted

away from the moon and light fell on the area. A woman stood in front of her, clothed in

nothing but her long dark hair.”

“Bet that was a shock,” I murmured. “Where did the woman come from?”

“She was a smile maiden, though Victoria didn’t know that yet,” Anna said. “She asked

Victoria what was wrong and Victoria explained the whole thing. The woman was silent for a

time. Then she lifted her hand and held it out to Victoria. Her lips stretched into a parody of a

smile and she asked if Victoria would come with her and help her. She could take the pain

away in return. Victoria was about to take her hand when a cloud half-covered the moon. The

woman’s hand disappeared as did most of her body. It turned to shadow while only her head

and shoulders remained, still illuminated by the moon. Victoria screamed and ran. Another

cloud fully covered the moon when Victoria looked back and that cupid’s-bow shadow was

back. It chased her all the way back to her home. Victoria slammed the door and huddled by

the light of the fire. She didn’t move until the sun rose the next morning.”

“Weird but the woman could have been playing a prank or something,” I offered,

shrugging. Susie had returned with our slices of pie about halfway through the last part of the

story and I took a bite of pie and ice cream. “There’s nothing to suggest she was one of these

smile maidens.”

“When Victoria told her mother what had happened, her mother turned white with fear

and hugged Victoria close,” Maria said, continuing the story. She just shook her head when

Anna looked at her. “What? I know the story as well as you do. Eat your pie. I’ll tell the rest.”

“So her mother knew what Victoria was talking about?” I asked. 

“The smile maidens are a story whispered about only on the brightest days. Some

people were afraid that even mentioning them brought their attention to you,” Maria explained.

She sat back in her chair and rested her arms on her legs. “No one told the story to their

children until they were adults themselves. It was why Victoria didn’t know the story. She was

still a little young to have heard it. Victoria’s mother told her about the smile maidens then and

how they could be avoided. They never came out in the light, whether the sun or firelight.

They kept to the shadows, being made of shadow themselves. They always took the same

shape, which is where their name came from. Their shadow was shaped like a smile. They

could move along flat surfaces, anywhere a shadow might fall. And if moonlight fell on them,



they turned into beautiful women. What they were, no one knew. Demon, ghost, fae? None of

the above? But they were dangerous. Men, they killed. But women, women were another

story. Should moonlight fall on a smile maiden while she was approaching a woman, she

would try to take the woman and make her a smile maiden. It’s said that any woman taken as

a smile maiden would lose her soul in the process, it being eaten by the one turning her.”

“That’s disturbing,” I shuddered, thinking again of the shadow I’d seen. While I didn’t

quite believe in them, that wouldn’t stop me from lighting the little kerosene lamp on my

nightstand tonight. I finished my pie in a thoughtful silence. The fire crackled, keeping the

room from being uncomfortably silent. The surly-looking man left and Amos wiped down the

bar before heading back into the kitchen. “Let’s hope it doesn’t give me nightmares.”

“It did the first time I heard the story,” Maria said, giving me a sympathetic smile. “But

no one’s seen or heard of one again. I personally think it’s just a tale to frighten kids with.”

Anna just snorted. She and Maria played through the rest of their game while Susie

bustled through the room cleaning up. She took our empty plates and glasses back to the

kitchen where I heard sounds of water and splashing. Then she wiped down all the tables.

After checking on the fire, she went back into the kitchen. I heard singing join the splashing, a

homey, comfortable sound. A few minutes later, Anna let out a small sound of triumph.

“I thought I had you that time, Ma, I really did,” Maria groaned, tipping over her king. “I

didn’t see that you’d sacrificed that bishop until it was too late.”

“That’s all right, Maria love,  it’s not a common move,” Anna replied. She and Maria put

the chess pieces away and left the box on the table. “And now, I think it’s time we bid you

good night. I hope you don’t have nightmares but I wouldn’t be surprised.”

“Good night and it was a pleasure to have met you both,” I said, shaking Anna’s hand

and then Maria’s. Both women had strong grips though Maria’s skin was softer than her

mother’s. They shrugged into their coats and started to leave. The shadow I’d seen earlier

rose up in my memory and suddenly I wanted to warn them. I started forward, one hand

raised. “Wait!”

“What is it?” Maria asked, a touch annoyed. She was standing in the open doorway, a

cold breeze swirling about her legs.

“Um, just, you know, be careful,” I said lamely, looking away from the two women. I

shuffled my feet, embarrassed that I was trying to warn them about a fairytale. But still, I was

pretty sure I had seen that shadow. And Anna was looking at me with a curious expression.

“It’s pretty dark out there. Be careful of, I don’t know, bats or something.”



“Bats,” Maria repeated flatly then shook her head. She walked outside, heading to the

car parked out there. Anna didn’t follow her right away.

“Be careful,” she repeated my words slowly, as if tasting them. “Yes, we will. And I

believe you should be careful yourself, tonight. Keep a light on.”

I nodded, feeling a little less embarrassed. Anna studied me then nodded sharply.

Hopefully, whatever she saw meant that I would be okay tonight. She called a goodnight that

Susie answered cheerfully from the kitchen then headed out into the night. The door closed,

cutting off the cold breeze. A log cracked in the fireplace, startling a yelp out of me. I glared at

the fireplace for a moment then shrugged. A yawn pulled at my jaw and I made up my mind to

head to bed. I’d walked a lot today.

I retraced my steps to my room, taking a few minutes to get the kerosene lamp lit.

Once it was, I lowered the wick until the flame threw a small pool of light around my bed. A

short exploration of the hallway showed a bathroom just beyond my room. Then, I got ready

for bed. The wind blew around the building, whistling and calling as if trying to lure me out. I

tuned it out as I headed back to my room. Undressing, I shivered in the slight chill and slid

gratefully under the quilt. The scent of lavender and mint rose around me as the covers

warmed to my body heat. I burrowed in happily, yawning again. I glanced at the kerosene

lamp one more time, making sure it was still lit and wasn’t likely to go tumbling. Then I was

asleep.

I don’t know how much time passed but, all of a sudden, I was wide awake. The

kerosene lamp was still burning on the night stand. A golden pool of light surrounded my bed

like a barrier. I looked up at the window and saw darkness. It was still night and, as there was

no moonlight, more clouds must have rolled in. I turned over onto my back, rubbing at my

eyes. I think that made me think what I saw next was a trick of my eyesight at first.

In the corner of the room, a shadow moved slowly across the floor from the doorway. It

crept towards my bed, a cupid’s-bow shape that didn’t distort or change in the flickering light

of the lamp. I caught my breath, wondering if I was seeing what I thought I was. Anna’s story

of the smile maidens ran through my head and I looked at the lamp again. I was safe in the

light. I would be okay, even if that shadow that couldn’t really be there was actually there. I

pulled the covers up over my shoulders and determinedly shut my eyes. Then I felt the gust of

wind.

My eyes snapped open to darkness. The kerosene lamp had been blown out. The gust

must have gotten in through a chink in the windowpane. But whatever happened, my room



was now in darkness. I sat up in bed, shaking hands reaching for the matches I’d left next to

the lamp. That was when I saw the shadow again. The cupid’s-bow shape seemed to stretch

wider as it saw me. It was on the side of the nightstand. I watched, my eyes widening as the

shadow flowed around the front and down to the floor. I leaned over the edge of the bed,

trying to track it. 

The next time I saw it, it was eeling it’s way up the frame of the bed. I whimpered and

drew my legs up to my chest. I wanted to run, to scream, anything to stop the implacable

advance of that shadow. As I opened my mouth, the clouds rolled away from the moon.

It was even colder now with the sun’s meager warmth a long-lost memory. The moon

cast frozen beams of light into the room to limn everything in icy silver. The shadow that had

been moving towards me was gone. I breathed a sigh of relief, looking up at the window. I

could see the moon, a glowing, round light in the heavens. I stretched my legs out again and

dropped my eyes to the nightstand to look for the matches. It was then, out of the corner of

my eye, that I saw the figure standing next to my bed. I froze, wanting to close my eyes and

terrified to at the same time. Finally, I made myself look.

A woman stood next to my bed. She was tall, her eyes dark pools that seemed to draw

in the silver light shining down on her. Her hair was dark, curling fetchingly around her

shoulders and tickling the tops of her bare breasts. My eyes swept down her form and back

up, realizing she was naked. She was pale, skin seeming to glow nearly the same color of the

moonlight. Her skin looked smooth and soft, her limbs lushly round. She was breathtaking,

ethereal and fey.

“All the other rooms are full,” she murmured, her voice seeming to throb in the air. “And

it’s so very cold. May I share with you?”

She held a hand out to me entreatingly. It was cold in the room, a slight mist issuing

from both our mouths as we breathed. Her skin was pebbled with goosebumps and she

shivered where she stood. A small voice reminded me that Amos had said they had no other

guests but was quickly overrun by a warm molasses coating my thoughts. Nothing else

mattered but her voice. I managed a nod, lifting up the blanket. Cold air raised goosebumps

on my own naked skin and I shivered. 

She slipped into the bed gracefully, taking the blanket from my hand and draping it

back over both of our bodies. I laid back down, crossing my arms over my chest and keeping

very still. The warmth coating my thoughts stayed there and kept me from wondering who she

was and where she was from. We laid in silence for a few minutes, the sounds of the wind the



only thing we could hear. Then, I let out a gasp as a cold hand splayed over my belly. It

stayed there, a slight chill radiating out over my skin. When I made no move to shake the

hand off, it started moving in slow circles over my belly.

The simple movement relaxed me, let my muscles unclench. I stretched my arms down

along my sides under the blankets and leaned into the woman next to me a little. The

movement didn’t stop though her fingers never warmed up. That seemed strange to me until

the molasses flowed over that thought. All that was left was enjoyment. It had been so long

since I’d been touched. Some time before I’d started my travels, in fact, and I’d been traveling

for a while now. And she was so very beautiful.

The hand moved up from my belly, still making lazy circles, until it cupped my breast.

The palm of her hand lay flat over my nipple and the pads of her fingers tapped over my

heart, measuring the beat. My heart started beating faster, almost thumping against my

ribcage. Her fingers followed, tapping out the quicker beat.

“Will you kiss me?” she asked, turning her head so her dark eyes met mine. “Please?

It’s been so long and I’m so cold.”

“Yes,” I replied, my voice sounding hollow in my ears. I didn’t think about the repetition

of my thoughts nor the fact that I didn’t know her. All I wanted was to taste her lips. To kiss

her as she’d asked me to do. “Yes, I will.”

I propped myself up on one elbow, looking down into her eyes. All I saw was

anticipation and a glittering, fierce hunger. Her fingers still tapped over my heart, keeping

pace with the beat. Then, I leaned down and pressed my lips to hers. Her lips were just as

cold as her fingers but I barely noticed. What I did notice was that they were soft and plump,

tasting faintly of peaches and vanilla. Had she had some of the same pie I’d had earlier?

Her mouth opened on a soft sigh and I didn’t hesitate to taste. While I explored her

mouth, with her kissing me back just as eagerly, I rested my other hand on her belly. Still, her

skin was cold but I barely noticed. My fingers drew nonsense shapes on her belly as her

fingers tapped out the beat of my heart. Slowly, ever so slowly, her fingers were slowing. A

whispering sound started, coming from deep in her throat. I didn’t wonder how that could be

happening, so intent was I on kissing her. That was when I felt a tugging on the back of my

throat.

The tugging was slight and, when I tried to pull back from the kiss, the warm molasses

coated my thoughts again. My limbs melted, a lassitude coming over my entire body. I

concentrated on kissing her again, wanting nothing more than to please her. The tugging



continued and grew stronger as her fingers slowed even more over my heart. I felt a curious

lightening come over me, as if I was fading. The tugging increased, like a river of air pouring

from deep inside me, out through my mouth, and into hers. Her mouth was wide open now,

sealed to mine in a desperate kiss. And still I didn’t fight, didn’t worry. I wanted this, whatever

it was. I wanted her.

Everything faded away. The cold skin under my hand, the feel and taste of her lips on

mine, the beat of her fingers now stilled over my heart. I felt my body vanish as the moon

sank behind clouds and the icy silver light disappeared. The woman disappeared with me, a

cupid’s-bow shadow appearing in her place. And in my place on the bed. The smile maiden

had taken my soul and made me a smile maiden in turn.

The shadow turned to me, the edges of the cupid’s-bow turning up in a satisfied grin.

The faintest shadow of a tongue swept over the bottom lip as a rumbling growl emanated

from the shadow. I shivered at the sound, feeling it sweep through my shadow self, touching

places that no longer existed. Then the shadow disappeared.

But I wasn’t worried or afraid. I knew what I had to do now. I knew what I was. A smile

maiden. So I drifted away from the room, speeding along in shadows once I was out of the

building and away from the hated gleam of the fire. I shivered again, in need and desire, when

I felt the warm spark of souls not far away. The moon came out from behind the clouds as I

neared the souls, bathing me in its silver radiance. My shadow disappeared and my naked

figure appeared, ethereal and fey limned in silver.

Please, may I join you? I’m so very cold and it’s so lonely out here in the wilderness. I

have missed company so, there’s almost no one out here. Will you kiss me? I crave the touch

of fingers, lips, and tongues. It’s been so long. And I am so very hungry.

https://www.amazon.com/Shadows-Touch-Magic-Collection-Monster/dp/1734334150/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=



